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Abstra t

Be ause of an imbalan e between omputation and memory speed in modern
pro essors, programmers are expli itly restru turing odes to perform well on parti ular
memory systems, leading to ma hine-spe i programs. This paper des ribes a blo k
algorithm for QR de omposition that is derivable by the ompiler and has good
performan e on small matri es | sizes that are typi ally run on nodes of a massively
parallel system or workstation. The advantage of our algorithm over the one found in
LAPACK is that it an be derived by the ompiler and needs no hand optimization.
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Introdu tion

The trend in high-performan e mi ropro essor design is toward in reasing the omputational power on hip. Unfortunately, memory speed is not in reasing at the same rate. The
result is an in rease in the number of y les for a memory a ess { a laten y of 10 to 20
ma hine y les is quite ommon.
Although a he helps to ameliorate these problems, it performs poorly on s ienti
al ulations with working sets larger than the a he size. This situation has led many
programmers to restru ture their odes by hand to improve performan e in the memory
hierar hy. This is a step in the wrong dire tion. The user should not be reating programs
that are spe i to a parti ular ma hine | an expensive and tedious pro ess. Instead, the
task of spe ializing a program to a target ar hite ture should fall to the ompiler.
There is a long history of the use of sophisti ated ompiler optimizations to a hieve
ma hine independen e. The Fortran I ompiler in luded enough optimizations to make
it possible for s ientists to abandon ma hine-language programming. More re ently,
advan ed ve torization te hnology has made it possible to write ma hine-independent
ve tor programs in a sub-language of Fortran 77. We ontend that it will be possible
to a hieve the same su ess for memory-hierar hy management on s alar pro essors. More
pre isely, enhan ed ompiler te hnology will enable programmers to express an algorithm
in a natural, ma hine-independent form and a hieve memory-hierar hy performan e good
enough to obviate the need for hand optimization.
To investigate the viability of memory-hierar hy management by the ompiler, experiments were undertaken to determine if a ompiler ould automati ally generate the blo k
algorithms in LAPACK from the orresponding point algorithms expressed in Fortran 77
[4, 5, 7, 11℄. Previous results have shown that LU-de omposition and Cholesky de omposition are blo kable by the ompiler, but that QR-de omposition is not blo kable. This paper
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re-examines the QR result and presents a blo k algorithm that is derivable by the ompiler.
Experiments with this algorithm show that the ompiler derivable version performs well
on small to moderate matrix sizes | sizes that are likely to appear on a single node of a
massively parallel ma hine or on a workstation.
The paper begins with an introdu tion to the transformations used by the ompiler to
optimize algorithms for memory performan e. Next, the LAPACK and ompiler-derivable
blo k algorithms are presented. Finally, an experiment omparing the performan e of the
two algorithms on three di erent omputers is detailed.
2

Ba kground

2.1

Iteration-spa e blo king

To improve the memory behavior of loops that a ess more data than t in a he, the
iteration spa e of a loop an be grouped into blo ks whose working sets are small enough
for a he to apture the available temporal reuse [14, 12, 13℄. Consider the following loop
nest.
do 10 j = 1,n
do 10 i = 1,m
10
a(i) = a(i) + b(j)

Assume the value of m is mu h greater than the size of the a he. Reuse of values exists for
b, but not for a. To exploit a's reuse, the iteration spa e of j is blo ked as follows:
do 10 j = 1,n,js
do 10 i = 1,m
do 10 jj = j, min(j+js-1,n)
10
a(i) = a(i) + b(jj)

Temporal reuse of a and b now o urs if js is less than half the a he size and there is no
signi ant a he interferen e [10℄.
2.2

Loop Distribution

Loop distribution separates individual statements within a loop into multiple loop nests
with the same loop header.1 For example, in the following loop,
do 10 i = 1,n
do 20 j = 1,n
20
a(i,j) = a(i,j) + b(i,j)
do 10 j = 1,n
10
(i,j) = (i,j) + d(i,j)

distributing the i-loop would give:
do 20 i = 1,n
do 20 j = 1,n
20
a(i,j) = a(i,j) + b(i,j)
do 10 i = 1,n
do 10 j = 1,n
10
(i,j) = (i,j) + d(i,j)

In the ontext of this paper, loop distribution is used to enable iteration-spa e blo king.
1

Note that statements involved in a re urren e must remain in the same loop to ensure safety.
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QR De omposition from LAPACK

The LAPACK point algorithm for omputing the QR de omposition onsists of forming the
sequen e Ak+1 = VkT Ak for k = 1; : : : ; n 1. The initial matrix A1 = A has m rows and n
olumns, where for this study we assume m  n. The elementary re e tors Vk = I k vk vkT
update Ak in order that the rst k olumns of Ak+1 form an upper triangular matrix. The
update is a omplished by performing the matrix ve tor multipli ation wk = AT vk followed
by the rank one update Ak+1 = Ak k vk wkT . EÆ ien y of the implementation of the level
2 BLAS subroutines determines the rate at whi h the de omposition is omputed. For a
more detailed dis ussion of the QR de omposition see Golub and Van Loan [8℄.
The LAPACK blo k QR de omposition is an attempt to re ast the algorithm in terms of
alls to level 3 BLAS using iteration-spa e blo king [7℄. If the level 3 BLAS are handtuned for a parti ular ar hite ture, the blo k QR algorithm may perform signi antly
better than the point version on large matrix sizes (those that ause the working set to
be mu h larger than the a he size). However, the optimized BLAS odes are often not
portable and the appli ation programmer must rely upon the ma hine vendor to make the
software investment to optimize the kernels for the ar hite ture. The ability to express
an algorithm in a ma hine-independent form with the ompiler handling the ma hinedependent optimizations is the desired goal.
Unfortunately, the blo k QR algorithm in LAPACK is not automati ally derivable by
a ompiler [5℄. The blo k appli ation of a number of elementary re e tors involves both
omputation and storage that does not exist in the original point algorithm [7℄. As an
illustration, onsider a blo k of two elementary re e tors:
Q = (I 1 v1 v1T )(I 2 v2 v2T );
! T !
1 1 2 (v1T v2 )
v1
= I (v1 v2 )
:
0
2
v2T
The omputation of the matrix
T

=

1

0

1 2 (v1T v2 )
2

!

is not part of the original algorithm. Hen e, the LAPACK version of blo k QR-de omposition
is a di erent algorithm from the point version, rather than just a reshaping of the point
algorithm for better performan e.
In the next se tion, a ompiler-derivable blo k algorithm for QR-de omposition is
presented. This algorithm gives omparable performan e to the LAPACK version on small
matri es while retaining ma hine independen e.
4

Compiler Derivable QR De omposition

Consider the appli ation of j elementary re e tors, Vk , to Ak :
Ak+j = (I k+j 1 vk+j 1 vkT+j 1 )    (I k+1 vk+1 vkT+1 )(I k vk vkT )Ak :
The ompiler derivable algorithm, hen eforth alled d-QR, only forms the rst k + j 1
olumns of Ak+j and then updates the remainder of matrix with the j elementary re e tors.
The nal update of the trailing n k j olumns is \ri h" in oating point operations that
the ompiler organizes to best suit the underlying hardware. Code optimization te hniques
su h as outer-loop unrolling are left to the ompiler [6℄. The derived algorithm depends
upon the ompiler for eÆ ien y in ontrast to the LAPACK algorithm that depends on hand
optimization of the BLAS.
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do ii = 1, n, ib
do i = ii, min0(ii+ib-1,n)
do j = i+1, m
a(j,i) = a(j,i)/(a(i,i)-beta)
end do
do j = i+1, n
t1 = zero
do k = i, m
t1 = t1 + a(k,j)*a(k,i)
enddo
do k = i, m
a(k,j) = a(k,j) - tau(i)*t1*a(k,i)
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
Fig. 1.

Strip-Mined Point QR De omposition
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Regions of a A essed by QR De omposition

Compiler Blo kability of CD-QR

Cd-QR an be obtained from the point algorithm for QR de omposition using array se tion

analysis, loop distribution and iteration-spa e blo king [5, 2, 9℄. For referen e, segments of
the ode for the point algorithm are shown in Figure 1. To omplete iteration-spa e blo king
of the ode in Figure 1 to obtain d-QR, the i-loop must be distributed around the loop
that surrounds the omputation of Vi and around the update before being inter hanged
with the j-loop. However, there is a re urren e between the de nition and use of a(k,j)
within the update se tion and the de nition and use of a(j,i) in omputation of Vi that
appears to prevent distribution.
Figure 2 shows the se tions of the array a(:,:) a essed for the entire exe ution of
the i-loop. If the se tions a essed by a(j,i) and a(k,j) are examined, a legal partial
distribution of the i-loop is revealed. The se tion a essed by a(j,i) (the bla k region)
is a subset of the se tion a essed by a(k,j) (both the bla k and gray regions). Sin e
the re urren e exists for only a portion of the iteration spa e of the loop surrounding the
update of a, the index-set of j an be split at the point j = i+ib-1 to reate two loops:
one that iterates over the iteration spa e where a(k,j) a esses the bla k region and one
that iterates over the iteration spa e where a(k,j) a esses the gray region. The se ond
loop an be reshaped using iteration-spa e blo king to obtain d-QR be ause the a esses
by a(k,j) are disjoint from the a esses by a(j,i).
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Experiment

The performan e of ea h blo k algorithm was ompared on three di erent ar hite tures:
IBM RS/6000, IBM ES/9000 and Convex C-3240. A blo k size of 16 was used. Cd-QR
was obtained by hand sin e Memoria, a ompiler based on the ParaS ope programming
environment that performs memory optimizing transformations, does not support se tion
analysis[3, 1℄. Memoria was used to further optimize d-QR by applying outer-loop
unrolling. All software was ompiled with full optimization on all the ma hines and
additionally ve torization on the ES/9000 and Convex. On the RS/6000, version 2.2 of
the xlf ompiler was used. On the ES/9000, version 2.5.1 of the FORTVS ompiler was
used, and on the Convex, version 8.0 of the Fortran ompiler was used. For the RS/6000 a
hand-optimized version of DGEMV and DGEMM was used. On the Convex and ES/9000,
the VECLIB and ESSL subroutine libraries were used, respe tively.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 plot the performan e results. Performan e is reported in normalized
exe ution time where the LAPACK version of the algorithm is the base performan e and
the performan e of d-QR is presented as a per entage of the LAPACK algorithm. Unless
spe i ed otherwise all software was written in FORTRAN and the results are for oating
point words of 64 bits. We do not present the results of the point version of QR be ause it
was never signi antly better than either of the blo k algorithms.
On both the RS/6000 and ES/9000 d-QR performed better than the LAPACK version
for matrix sizes less than 150x150 (on the RS/6000 less than 200x200). The ompiler ame
within a reasonable per entage (approximately 25%) of the LAPACK algorithm for matri es
up to size 300x300 on the RS/6000 and 200x200 on the ES/9000. On the Convex, d-QR was
lose to the performan e of the hand-optimized LAPACK version (usually within 25%).
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Summary

The goal of this paper is to show that ompiler te hniques allow the user to express QR
de omposition naturally with the expe tation of good memory-hierar hy performan e. The
results presented have extended previous work by demonstrating that a ompiler an derive
a blo k algorithm for QR de omposition that is e e tive on matrix sizes typi ally run on
workstations or nodes of a massively parallel ma hine. Given that future ma hine designs
are ertain to have in reasingly omplex memory hierar hies, ompilers will need to adopt
in reasingly sophisti ated memory-management strategies so that programmers an remain
free to on entrate on algorithm design and program logi .
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